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Abstract

Findings

　In this research, we explored rules and diversities in Wikipedia’ s 
growing patterns. Wikipedia is an encyclopedia on the Web. And, 
Wikipedia is becoming bigger and bigger compiled by a number of 
people.First, we analyzed the distributions of the frequencies of the linked 
words in several categories. The analysis gave a result that the 
distributions are raising to power law. But, the differences between the 
processes of growth still remain unclear.
　In this research, we explored the following points; (i) common rules 
running through the whole categories, (ii) a huge variety of individual 
growing patterns.To be more precise, we analyzed the annual changes in 
distributions of the frequencies of the linked words in Japanese Wikipedia 
articles. We used 19,425 articles in 368 categories during the five years 
from 2004 to 2008 as data. Then, we plotted the data into double 
logarithm graphs, and calculated coefficient of regression to formulate 
entire trends. Additionally, by using the regression coefficient as 
parameters, we made clusters on Self-Organizing Maps. Analysis, using 
Self-Organizing Maps lead this research to find diversities in growing 
patterns of link words’ distributions. In addition, we find that there are 
correlations between growing patterns and Wikipedia’ s categories.
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Laws - common rules running through the whole categories

Diversity - variety of individual growing patterns

　Plotting frequencies of hyper-links on double logarithmic graph, we found they show power
law distribution. In most of categories, there are power law in time-series. 
And, as years passes by, each inclination becomes gradually steep in any of the categories.

Data
MAIN CATEGORY Category counts Article Counts

SCIENCE 32 1,166

ACADEMIA 76 4,951

TECHNOLOGY 58 3,094

NATURE 34 2,168

SOCIETY 45 3,175

HUMANS 17 999

FUNDAMENTALS 7 378

GEOGRAPHY 19 835

CULTURE 43 1,922

HISTORY 21 737

total 352 19,425

The cluster with stable inclinations 
is specialized in SCIENCE, CULTURE and HUMANS.
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are specialized in ACADEMIA, NATURE 
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　By using Self-Organizing Maps, the location of categories that have 
similar power index in time-series, is obtained as a solution.

Plo t t ing  f requency  of
hyper-links’ appearance
to double logarithm graph.

Making clusters using by 
Self-Organizing Maps, 
kind of neural networks of 
unsupervised learning.

To analyze, we colored power index and 
the increasing rate of articles, and 
calculated specialization coefficient.

We use title of articles and hyper-links inside 
the articles from Japanese Wikipedia as data. 
The biggest letters mean article, and blue 
letters show hyper-links. We analyze 352 
categories under the MAIN CATEGORIES. 
To see changes in time-series, we counts the 
frequency of hyper-links’  appearance on 
2004 - 2008 January 1st.　　　　　　　　

Self-Organizing Maps for diversity

They make
stable output

Seeding categories
randomly

Categories are
learning by themselves
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